
TECHNOLOGY

SMART RACK&TOWER is a Line Interactive Sine-Wave 
UPS that protects your devices from many dangerous 
disturbances on the mains. The AVR device, that it 
includes, shields them from a number of interferences 
and reduces to a minimum the use of the batteries. 
This creates a double benefit: maximum autonomy 
always available and a longer battery life. The UPS of 
the SMART RACK&TOWER Series are classified as VI-
XX-122 according to the EN 62040-3 European Norm.

The high quality of the Sine-Wave generated by the UPS 
grants the workability and the correct functioning of 
your devices, ensuring the continuity of your activities. 
This wave can support even specific kinds of loads that 
require less disturbances with similar characteristics to 
the waveform which is normally subblied by the mains.

POWERFUL

The UPS of the SMART RACK&TOWER Series, thanks 
to their 0,9 Power Factor, meet the highest standards 
of the market, in particular for IT and Networking 
applications.

FLEXIBLE

The UPS of the SMART RACK&TOWER Series can be 
installed in rack cabinets or vertically thanks to the 
included supports. Batteries can be easily replaced, 
thank to Hot Swap design. It is also possible to connect 
in a second moment an external battery box, to 

implement the autonomy. The UPS can also recharge 
the external batteries in a short time.

CONNECTIONS

The UPS of the SMART RACK&TOWER Series are 
equipped with microchip control, USB and RS232 ports, 
LAN/FAX protection and a Smart Slot, where you can 
connect an SNMP card to monitor and manage your 
UPS from remote. To do this you only need a PC or the 
Powercom App.

Through the SNMP card, you can also connect a wide 
range of accessories, including environmental sensors 
to monitor temperature and humidity level of the 
installation and the GSM modem to monitor the UPS 
even without LAN or WAN network.
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CUSTOMIZATIONS
• Tropicalization

ACCESSORIES
• External battery boxes to expand the autonomy
• Internal network board (SNMP)
• GSM Modem
• Environmental sensors
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SRT 1000
SRT 1500
SRT 2000
SRT 3000

RS232

USB

EPO

Input
Output sockets

LAN/FAX filter

Battery expansion

Find out more:

CE

Model SRT 1000 SRT 1500 SRT 2000 SRT 3000

Power (VA/W) 1000/900 1500/13500 2000/1800 3000/2700

Connections

input cable with IEC 10 A to schuko plugs

output 8 x IEC 10 A 8 x IEC 10 A + 1 x IEC 16 A

Interface

communication RS232 & free contacts + USB

display LED

EPO YES

Regulations EN 62040-1 / EN 62040-2

Tower size (WxDxH) mm 84 x 453 x 428 84 x 563 x 428 84 x 669 x 428

Rack size (WxH) x U 19” x 2U   (428 mm x 84 mm)

               (depth) mm 453 563 669

Weight (net/gross) kg 14 / 15 25,3 / 26,8 27,5 / 29 36,5 / 38,5
 2 YEARS WARRANTY - Batteries Included
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 KEY FEATURES

KEY POINTS… RECAP:
1  - SMART RACK&TOWER is a Sine-Wave UPS;
2 - It features an AVR device that grants great protection 
     against mains’ disturbances
3 - It offers a high Power factor
4 - It is the perfect product for your IT and Networking 
     installations
5 - It can be installed vertically or in rack cabinets

6 - Hot Swap Batteries and expandable autonomy 
      through external battery boxes
7 - It can be connected to an SNMP board for remote 
        control and to specific accessories for environmental 
      monitoring and communication even without 
      LAN/WAN network
8 - Its resistance to hostile environments can be 
      increased with the tropicalization treatment


